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UNITEE’s Trade Mission to Estonia
In September 2012, UNITEE, in collaboration with the embassy of Estonia in Belgium, organised its first trade mission.

This trade mission came on the heels of the successful ‘Entrepreneurs Meet Embassies’ event that took place at the European Parliament on 
January 31st, and which centred on the Baltic countries. Accordingly, UNITEE and the embassies involved both expressed the strong desire 
to strengthen the already-established links through a trade mission.
Activities of different types were proposed to the participants.  Firstly, more general presentations were proposed tackling the entrepre-
neurs’ main sectors of interests.  Secondly, B2B meetings were organised in order for UNITEE’s entrepreneurs to find suitable matches. The 
latter was particularly fruitful for both sides, in addition to representing one of the core elements of a trade mission, namely helping en-
trepreneurs find adequate partners in possession of key pieces of information pertaining to their sector of specialization. Thirdly, activities 
were arranged with the aim of allowing the participating entrepreneurs to present themselves to UNITEE’s delegation.
The trade mission was a resounding success. The participating entrepreneurs expressed their immense satisfaction with regard to all the 
various activities. 
UNITEE’s entrepreneurs also had the opportunity to establish business links.
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Estonia, a great climate for business
Sitting at the crossroad between Scandinavia and Russia has clear advantages. With strong business ties to both East and West, Tallinn is 
a natural launching point for those who want to tap into Russia’s growing consumer market, while retaining the stability of working within 
the EU. One must bear in mind that Scandinavia is one of the most stable markets.
New companies have the opportunity to grow very rapidly in Estonia as they can reinvest all profits earned. A zero tax policy on corporate 
profit, a flat income tax, and minimal bureaucracy are all just the start.
New enterprises setting up in Estonia are often eligible for financial support. Specifically, start-up grants of up to € 7,000, and development 
grants of up to € 32,000 are available. Application details can be obtained by contacting Enterprise Estonia (www.eas.ee). The Tallinn City 
Enterprise Board also offers a number of grant options.
Operating costs such as salaries and rent are generally considerably lower than the EU average. At the same time, access to new markets 
is quick and easy, and levels of quality and professionalism here are high.
In January 2011, Estonia adopted the euro as its national currency. Doing business here is now easier and cheaper than ever, especially for 
its Euro-zone neighbours, who no longer need to worry about calculating or convert. 
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The business culture in Estonia
Estonians like to keep bureaucracy to a minimum, and so the process of establishing a company is a simple procedure. In fact, the whole 
process can be done online in a matter of minutes. The Estonian bureaucratic process is incredibly transparent.
The tax system is extremely straightforward, with a flat 21% income tax and zero tax on corporate profits. Declarations are simple, and 
93.5% of the nation fills them online. The creative use of modern technology and innovation has drastically simplified the conducting of 
business.
Estonians are known to be quite formal in their business relations. For example, agreed times are held, and payment terms and other 
contracts are honoured. The entrepreneurial and working spirit is considered to be strong, sometimes at the expense of social skills. Esto-
nians are a practical and straightforward – they tend to prefer to get to the point. Business meetings tend to be formal and not personal. 
Many locals also speak English, Finnish and Russian, which are an asset when developing partnerships with neighbouring markets. 
This is also a country of no-nonsense, hard-working people who pride themselves on getting the job done (i.e., they are result-oriented).
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The best sectors to invest in Estonia
In recent years, new investors have found success in everything from ship-building to worm farming. Some areas drawing particular interest 
from foreign investors and entrepreneurs have been:

 • Software Development and Technology

Thanks to a wealth of innovative companies and skilled programmers, Tallinn has earned the nickname ‘Silicon Valley of the Baltics’. It was 
no accident that Skype was created in Estonia. Home-grown enterprises like the satellite communications company Modesat and defence 
systems producer Defendec are at the cutting edge in their fields, and Estonian-developed entertainment software has recently become a 
worldwide hit. A number of foreign companies also outsource to Estonia for custom applications and web design.
 
 • Logistics

Tallinn’s traditional role as a key transit point between East and West has taken on a new twist – the city has transformed itself into an effi-
cient gateway from Europe to Russia and the CIS. Tallinn is home to the Baltics’ largest port, which has excellent infrastructure, in addition 
to well-developed road and rail links heading east.
 
 • Financial services

During the country’s economic growth spurt, several asset management and corporate finance houses established themselves in Tallinn. 
Estonia-headquartered money managers and advisers primarily specialize in the Baltic and Eastern European markets, acting principally as 
listed equity, private equity and real estate investors. Setting up a family office, private bank or advisory firm is easy in Tallinn, owing to a 
fast-acting Financial Supervision Authority, as well as high-quality online banking, back office and registry services.
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 • Manufacturing

A wide array of manufacturing enterprises are flourishing in Tallinn. The Estonian shipbuilding giant BLRT Group, for instance, produces 
90 percent of the world’s fish-farming barges. Newer players are focusing on electronics and precision equipment, such as Vertex Estonia, 
which manufactures antennas for satellite communication, and large-scale employer Ericsson Eesti, makers of 4G mobile devices.

 • Biotechnology

This booming sector is increasingly grabbing headlines, and for all the right reasons. Companies like Celecure, which develops novel an-
ti-cancer drugs, have attracted considerable investor interest of late, and in 2011 a group of local firms - Cellin Technologies, Protobios, the 
Reconstructive Surgery Clinic, Kevelt and Medco Partners - teamed up to establish a state-of-the-art cellular therapy lab at Tallinn’s Tehno-
pol Science Park.

 • Tourism 

Now that the world has discovered the charm of the Old Town, Tallinn has become a popular destination. More recently, the growth in spa 
and conference tourism has led to the opening of several new, high-quality hotels and restaurants in the downtown area.
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The relation between Turkey and Estonia
As of 29 February 2012, the Estonian Enterprises Register reported that there are 14 enterprises with Turkish participants registered in Es-
tonia. Seven of these are based entirely on Turkish capital. In 2009, the Turkish sweets manufacturer Güllüoğlu entered the Estonian market 
and opened a shop in Tallinn.
The relations between Estonia and Turkey are very good and are developing in a consistent manner. Continuous progress in political, de-
fence, economic and cultural co-operation is essential to Estonia. 2010 and 2011 saw many important visits taking place, including President 
Toomas Hendrik Ilves’ visiting Turkey on two occasions. 
Economic relations between Estonia and Turkey are also good with generally stable development. Trade with Turkey immediately after Es-
tonia’s accession to the European Union, between 2004 and 2006, grew with particular rapidity. In 2011, Turkey was Estonia’s 22nd largest 
trading partner in terms of total turnover (with 0.8% of total trade). Compared to 2010, Estonia’s trade with Turkey increased by about 40% 
in 2011, with exports increasing by nearly 50%. By the same token, imports from Turkey increased by 30% in 2011. 
Turkish investments in Estonia and reciprocal Estonian investments in Turkey have thus far been limited. 
Turkish investments in Estonia primarily centred on transport and storage, wholesale and retail trade, and the financial and insurance ac-
tivity sectors.
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European-Turkish Business Confederation
Meeûssquare 23, 1000 Brussels, Belgium

www.unitee.eu | info@unitee.eu
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